
INCREASING GASOLINE IS THE BEST CHOICE

Increasing the octane standard for gasoline sold in the US would This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best
experience on our website. Higher- octane gasoline seen as more effective fuel efficiency choice.

Carbon dioxide adds to the atmospheric buildup of greenhouse gases and in turn accelerates the process of
global warming. If it is determined that an ultralow-sulfur gasoline blend can be developed specifically for
fuel cell vehicles, it would be a far less expensive solution than developing the fuel production, delivery and
storage infrastructure that would be needed for methanol-powered fuel cell vehicles. Sanford L. The only
difference separating the different gas grades is the amount of octane present in the fuel. The trade press felt
alcohol would definitely replace gasoline as a fuel at some point. Continued implementation of clean air
legislation, especially within the United States, is expected to accelerate the consumption of fuel additives.
The result is longer ignition delays and an incomplete combustion process that fouls the engine and its
components and increases particulate and oxide emissions. And the combustion temperature of the alcohol
group is lower than for hydrocarbons because it is already partially oxidized. Williamson, H. Beginning in ,
specifications for reformulated gasoline included a 2 percent minimum oxygen content and a maximum
content of various organic and inorganic pollutants. The report modeled high-octane fuels containing various
levels of ethanol and found that ethanol could reduce production costs, but simultaneously introduced
compatibility issues within the distribution system that would require substantial investments, he said. In
addition the lead bearing particulates in the emissions from engines burning leaded fuel are toxic in their own
rights. The catalytic converter has been the primary means of attacking air pollution in this way. GM
attempted to make TEL from ethyl iodide. High levels of sulfur not only form dangerous oxides, but they also
tend to poison the catalyst in the catalytic converter. It took the oil supply disruptions of the s for farm state
legislators to pass legislation to highly subsidize ethanol. Spitz, P. The industry became more precise in how,
when, and how many of components should be added to gasolines. Trying to save a couple of dollars at the
pump is not worth the LARGE costs of engine damage and repair. However, the Japanese are not major oil
producers but import oil from other producing countries. However, if you experience loud or heavy knocking
using fuel with the recommended octane rating, see your authorized dealer to prevent any further damage to
your engine. With the converter working at less than maximum efficiency, the exhaust entering the
atmosphere contains increased concentrations, not only of the sulfur oxides but also, of hydrocarbons, nitrogen
oxides, carbon monoxides, toxic metals, and particulate matter. Despite the advances made in cracking and
reforming technologies and in the development and blending of additives not to mention enhancements in the
engine itself , the use of automotive gasoline has increased the level of air pollution. Alcohol distillers,
farmers, and Midwest legislators unsuccessfully attempted to regulate the blending into gasoline of between
5â€”25 percent ethanol. Fuel Science and Technology Handbook. Critical factors that had to be factored into
these calculations included seasonal adjustments, current and anticipated demand, regulatory levels, and
supply schedules of the various components. By , fifty refiners in the United States had contracted with the
Ethyl Corp. Whereas TEL-using refiners sold two grades of gasoline, regular and premium, Sun marketed
only its premium "blue Sunoco" at regular grade prices. Still, you can usually get rid of any carbon deposits
with a few bottles of engine cleaner. An alternative source of the ethyl component was ethyl bromide, a less
expensive material. The recommended octane level will completely depend on the design of the engine. But
lead alone caused a number of problems, including the accumulation of its oxide in engine components, and
particularly the cylinders, valves, and spark plugs. This turned out to be a far cheaper process than the bromide
technology. Clean Air regulations specify the need for oxygenated fuel in 39 metropolitan areas with high
carbon monoxide concentrations. New York: Harper and Row. Types of Fuel for Cars 1 Gasoline Gasoline is
the most common automobile fuel and is used all over the world to power cars, motorcycles, scooters, boats,
lawnmowers, and other machinery. While premium gas may contain more detergents, regular gasoline has
more than enough detergents to keep your engine clean. Experiments using alcohol ethanol, methanol as a
replacement for gasoline began as early as  Most cars these days run on gasoline, but others are increasing in
popularity, especially battery powered vehicles. MMT was first developed by the Ethyl Corporation in as an
octane enhancing agent and has experienced a growth in demand in the s. These additives address such
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problems as carbon buildup, burned and warped valves, excessive cylinder head temperatures, stuck valves
and piston rings, clogged injectors, rough idle, and detonation. The shortage of petroleum after World War I
induced an intense search for a gasoline substitute in the form of alcohol.


